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CONSUMPTION
IN

AUSTRALIA.

(from the age.) ,

The recent death from consumption here in

Melbourne of Mr. E. Denison, a member of the

British House of Commons, who had come to

Austraha in search of health, has resuscitated the

interest felt both by the medical profession and the

more educated portions of the public, as to the

practice which has been long in existence of sending

consumptive patients out to this country, under the

expectation of their recovery by that means from

the attacks of this most insidious disease. The
profession, that is, at least, its more capable and
impartial members, feel that a cruel imposition on
the patients and a gross injustice to the climate of

this country are perpetrated by those medical advisers

in the United Kingdom who, when the consumptive
cases in their hands become hopeless, have recourse

to the charlatanism of sending the sufferers out here

on a tedious voyage across the world, with the

fallacious impression that the change will probably
cause their cure. And the public, who are en-

lightened enough to sympathise with the profession

in this matter, share in their indignant feelings. It

is seen that this portion of Australia, instead of

getting the reputation for a healthy climate that is

its due, will, by-and-by, become in the eyes of the
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British public the most insalubrious country under
the sun. The reason is plain. Almost every con-
sumptive patient that comes out here in an advanced
stage of the malady, after a short residence in the
country dies. People at a distance, the friends and
acquaintances of the deceased, know little of the
case beyond the fact that Mr. So-and-so had been
ailing some time and was suffering from consump-
tion, had been advised by his medical attendant to
remove to Melbourne, that he accordingly had gone
there, and that the return mail of a few months later
had brought back the news that he had died.
Repeated instances of this kind occurring will, in the
long run, produce the impression in Europe, that
Melbou rne, and the region of Australia in which it

is situated, are most insalubrious, and the last place
that a person suffering to the least extent in his

health should go to, if he wishes to prolong his days.
And the statistics both of the city and the colony
will, unfortunately, go to confirm this erroneous
impression, and make it appear that the Victorian
climate is a very bad one, when it is in reality one of

the most healthy. These statistics show that

England does not present a much higher death-rate

from consumption among "its population than Vic-

toria. In London the proportionate death-rate from
consumption is 1 2^ per cent, per annum of the whole
number of deaths. In Melbourne it was above 10

per cent, during the last year or two, and during the

past three or four months so high a rate as 16^ per

cent., during some months, of all the deaths from

disease, arose from consumption. The cause of this

high rate of mortality from this particular form of

disease is, that Melbourne and Victoria get far more
than their proper share of consumptive patients, near

the point of death, located within their bounds."^'

Persons who have no further chance of recovering

The statement is true; yet, singularly enough, there is, as in

all towns resorted to by consumptive invalids, an unusually high

rate of mortality amongst residea1,s.
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from phthisis, who are in an advanced state of the

disease, are sent out here, are thus exposed to the

discomforts and sufferings of a long voyage, are

separated from their friends at a period when they

most need their care and attention, and come amongst
strangers—to die. And ^11 this takes place by
medical advice, the result being that the hapless

patient is hurried into the grave some months
sooner than he otherwise would have been, and that

the climate of Victoria is beginning to get the name
most unjustly, of being unhealthy and exhaustive,

and fatal to delicate people. The death rate in the

Melbourne Hospital, moreover, confirms the aspect

of things presented by the general death-rate of

Melbourne and of the whole colony. For no less

than 26 per cent, of all the deaths in the hospital

arise from consumption—the same causes operating

but to an increased extent, as in the city and the

colony, to produce this result, namely— the crowd-
ing to it as to a refuge of patients far gone in

consumption, and past cure. In the Benevolent
A.sylum the deaths are 19 per cent. During one
year the deaths in the Asylum were above 50
per cent, and for two months recently those in

the Melbourne Hospital amounted to upwards of the
same rate. In our police force it is the same.
The per centage of deaths from consumption in the
force in Melbourne far exceeds that which occurs in

the London force. In the higher social circles we
could adduce instances in large numbers of similar

cases, of persons who came out here under medical
advice, and died a few months or weeks after their

arrival. ^Jlie faculty in Melbourne can bear us out
in what we here advance.

All this is in great part due to some medical books
that^ were published a few years ago, about the
efficiency of the Victorian climate in arresting and
curing the ordinarily fatal disease of pulmonary con-
sumption. Medical men in the United Kingdom,
when they see a case is hopeless, but wish to chime
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in with the patient's humour, or desperate hope that
change to a warm chmate may do him" good, do not
hesitate to recommend a voyage to Melbourne. He
comes; but, after all his fatigue and discomfort
aboard ship, barely finds strength enough to form a
temporary home for himself in Melbourne

; and in

a few months, sometimes in a few weeks, his fast

failing strength gives way^ and death overtakes him.

How is this ? It is because the ordinary relative

conditions of this disease and of climate are not

attended to. Any. person in an advanced state of

phthisis only hastens the progress of the disease and
the speedy arrival of his death, by coming to a-

warm, dry, stimulating climate like this of Mel-
bourne. To obtain any benefit from the Victorian

climate the patient should only be in the earliest or

incipient stage of consumption. And even then all

progress towards arresting the disease and effecting

a cure will depend on his leading altogether an open-

air life, and avoiding sedentary and in-door occupa-

tions. By acting strictly in accordance with this

course of proceeding, the patient threatened with

consumption, greatly aided and sustained as he will

be by our climate, in his comparative state of vigour,

may fairly expect to recover his health. But once

the tubercular disease has been developed, London

and Melbourne are both alike to him. Nothing can

avert his fate. His coming here possibly may
hasten it. And this is what the faculty and the

public in the United Kingdom as well as in

Australia must bear in mind, in order that injustice

may not be done to this most healthy region of the

world.
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SEA VOYAGES
AND

CONSUMPTION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE, "AGE."

Sir,—There is not a medical man of any note

amongst us who cannot abundantly testify to the

painfully numerous class of invalids who have in

recent years been allured to these shores in vain

hope of ameliorating their sufferings. Not one

sensible medical man hesitates to approve and

endorse the advice to discontinue the practice.

Much as it may be against their pecuniary interests,

they, in the humane instincts of their calling, concede

the wisdom of the warning. They have never,

perhaps, initiated a deterring movement, but heartily

concur now that it has been made. When the

mischievous book first appeared, directing the

invalid's attention this way, many hailed it ap-

provingly, so glowing were its colourings and
hopeful its tone. It met a host of flattering

encomiums, with one adverse criticism; and that

one was more bitterly denounced than even the

spurious production it dissected. Time has come
round, however, to an aspect exactly the reverse.

One fact may partly explain. Of six individuals

instanced as benefited by the voyage, and therefore

adduced as living witnesses against the critic, every-

one died within eighteen months from the date of

his arrival. Besides these a host has come, some
to return by first ship, others to land exhausted,
and sink " among strangers honoured, and by
strangers mourned." One of the most suggestive



passages in the book in question refers, as Pecksniff
would condolingly refer, to the fact that, in coming here
in preference to going, to the Continent, the invahd
will^ have at least the melancholy consolation of
expiring and finding a grave among kindred people.
Like Walpole, writing from the

. Campagna, the
author "woulH not like the thought of being ill so
far from Christian burial." Every sensible and
unselfish man has, therefore, regretted the indiscreet
haste in the pujDiication of the falsely coloured and
delusive book. It could never have been written
by any man of more than a cursory glance of expe-
rience. The long threatened second edition, an-
nounced apropos of a hospital election, never has
appeared, for even its author had not the temerity
to deliberately reiterate its statements. To do him
all the justice he deserves, he most of all men
regrets the unguarded publication. For a time the

English physicians' handbook to Australian climates,

its evil potency was great; for they, without expe-

rience of their own, and deceived by the many
flattering notices of the book, accepted its utterances

as truth. Hopeless cases were and are in despair

sent to try the effect of the long sea voyage, as

depicted in chromo-lithographs. The bracing influ-

ence of the hot wind was to be tested on horseback.

But all ships are not smooth-floating liners, nor all

invalids agile equestrians. Many endured the hard-

ships and discomforts of indifferent ships, and in

suffering separated from friends, dropped in amongst

strangers to die. Although many have thus come,

the multitudes—"whole communities"—have not

yet been transferred from degenerate Europe to

regenerating Australia : but the Blackwall liners live

in hope. And after the elegant compliment paid by

the author to the admirable qualities of those fine

ships, it is litde surprising that the literary repre-

sentative of the firm should reciprocate favours, and

give the learned author a fillip of commendation in

return.
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The sole cause of so many unfortunate and un-

suitable cases venturing on such a voyage is correctly

stated by you to be from neglect of the ordinary re-

lative conditions of disease and climate, and fatigue

required to reach it. To obtain benefit, the earliest

stage only of disease should be so dealt with, while the

patient has strength and energy for an out-door -life.

By way of exemplifying the ill-selected class of

cases for the voyage, it may be stated that during

last year 13 per cent, of all deaths occurring during

the passage between London and Melbourne were

from phthisis. In a total of 46 deaths, 6 were from

that cause, 5 of them being on board the best class

of liners. How many sank on the way back there

is no means of ascertaining".

Fortunately, in ruthlessly dispelling false hopes,

it is possible to raise newer and "better. Dr. Herman
Weber's plan of sending invalids to Alpine heights

rather than to low seaboards is universally approved

of. Our own Gipps Land ranges supply equally

favourable spots. In the bracing cold air of these

mountains should our sanatoriums be chosen.

For offering the only protest against the in-

fatuated practice, and giving sensible rules for so

guiding invalids, you are assailed by the grossest

terms the dictionaries can supply. But is there

"brutality" in doing what every author does who
writes advisedly upon the topic ? Does not every
writer, whether of text book or special monograph,
utter the same protest, in stronger language, indeed,

than your o^yn ? Let us see. These are the

warning words of the venerable Sir James Clark,

the great pioneer in this field of medical literature.

Addressing himself to the members of the profes-

sion, as well as to many deeply interested in the

subject of climate, he expresses in his classic way a
hope that after a minute description of different

climates frequented by invalids, and indicating the

diseases benefited by them, he has gone far to

correct many erroneous opinions, and " anticipates

this good effect from his labours, that for the future
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those patients only will be sent abroad whose cases
afford a reasonable prospect of benefit from such a
measure, and that the practice of hurrying out of
their own country a class of invalids whose sufferings
can only be thereby increased, and their lives
shortened, will no longer be sanctioned, but that
such persons may be allowed henceforth to die in

peace in the bosom of their own families." So,
likewise, one of the ablest of more recent writers, in

a work on the prognosis of consumption. Dr.
Pollock, alludes to the "exported victims of a
theory." Where one isolated author, Walshe,
asserts that "there is no condition, be it ever so
grave, in which at least temporary benefit may not
ensue," a score will agree with Dr. Tanner, that
" many invalids migrate every autumn, merely to

find a grave." " This happens partly because cases

of far advanced disease are still sent abroad, when
they ought to be kept at home. The laws of

climate are ill understood, and change of air is an
efficient remedial agent, not of indiscriminate appli-

cation." " There is no model climate." " It must
be recollected that this change is to be resorted to

only in the early stages and in chronic cases ; for it

is cruel to send patients away merely that they may
die in a strange country." Dr. Copland's belief that

patients often get on as well in the vicinity of

London, might be cited in illustration of the wide

range of medical opinion. And to show the mis-

givings as to the candour of many climatologists.

Dr. Scoresby Jackson protestingly declares, " I have

no particular climate to eulogise above its fellows,

no personal interests to serve," as if some other

climatologists might be justly suspected of being

influenced by such unworthy motives.

These being the candid opinions of some among
our best writers, what more has been said by your-

self that you should be attacked for your honest

expressions of opinion ?

WIL. THOMSON.
South Varra.



A CONSUMPTIVE VOYAGE
TO Tni!

MEDICAL .SOCIETY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "AGE."

Sir,—Dr. S. D. Bird informs you that he will

read a paper on Consumption at the Medical Society,

• which " Mr. Thomson will not have an opportunity

of hearing read, nor of joining in the discussion."

Why so,' he fails to say, and Mr. Thomson supplies

the omission. Mr. Thomson was expelled for hold-

ing the Medical Society in much contempt. He
defaced its summons and insulted its beadle. Con-
demned for writing a furious article, he was tried and
found innocent. Adjudged in Jedburgh fashion, he
soon gave sohd ground of offence.

In few words, Mr. Thomson, who had been
accused of publishing a pungent article on the

Medical Society, was cited by printed circular to

suffer expulsion for unprofessional conduct. No one
asked if he really were the writer. It was taken for

granted, in a foregone conclusion. Mr. Thom-
son sent back the impertinent document crossed
with "Audacity—blackguards." The meeting was
held, but the motion for expulsion did not
pass. That motion was for the expulsion of Mr.
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Thomson, and not for inquiring whether he was the
author. Not a tittle of evidence was adduced.
Enraged by defeat, the truculent set indicted him
for defacing the Medical Society's summons and
affronting its beadle. Asked to apologise,, he would
not retract, knowing their scurrility then as now.
At an adjourned meeting of sixteen he was expelled
for contumacy, about eight taking part, includincr
in the^ number the veriest dregs of the professiom
Medicine is "dragged through the mire at the
Medical Society," and literary physicians descend
to the slough for a jibe. Mr. Thomson had
already ceased to belong to the Medical Society,
an important motion in nis name lapsing from his

absence. He had banished the Medical Society
when in fury they resembled so many wild
savages stamping on the shadow of an enemy.
He was thus insulted, as he has been recently by

soberer city men, on 'Change, as the presumed writer

of a whole cabinet of letters in the ammoniacal
controversy, and editor of antagonistic medical
journals, though disclaiming the honour of penning
a syllable of either. Sapient quidnuncs go about
detecting anonymous writers by style, distributing

reputation at discretion.

As this is the second time within a few months
when a president of the Medical Society has dragged
into discussion the same innuendo, and as there is no
saying how often it may again become stock

substitute for argument, the reason why of the

Medical Society should have more publicity. People

will thus appreciate the irony. Mr. Thomson would
have given it fully when assailed by another presi-

dent, but refrained on the appeal of members to

despise the senseless president, and spare the

Medical Society. In silence the taunt might sting;

openly it is ludicrous. The venom is neutralised by

interjecting a little caustic exposure. Should the

operation be severe, blame the snakes that coil round

the presidential staff.
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Mr. Thomson let the slander lie five years wither-

ing in contempt, until out of the muck of its own
rotting, the fungus ever and anon sprouts afresh

from the mouths of presidents of the Medical

Society. •

As for not discussing medical topics in newspapers,

Dr. S. D. Bird judiciously reserves his morsels for

an appreciating few. Grains of wisdom are caviare

to the many. This, however, is a social and not a

medical subject. It is so considered by the highest,

and popularly written upon accordingly. If Dr. S. D.

Bird be deficient in the literature, he may refer to

the prefatory remarks of authors like Sir James
Clark, Dr. Scoresby Jackson, the able articles on

consumption in the A tlantic Journal, or even to his

own book, which is at least a semi-popular guide, and
Dr. S. D. Bird will doubtless take ample pains to

duly advertise his coming lucubrations. To all

great medical problems there is the purely profes-

sional and the perfectly popular aspect. But if

precedent be needed it is found in Dr. S. D. Bird's

exultation at the flattering newspaper notices of his

book, and his publishing its praises as page adver-

tisements in Ptmch. Was that strictly professional?

Are not his sayings scientific at the Medical Society,

as science goes there, duly chronicled in the town
talk of a daily contemporary? Were they not so com-
mended in a paragraph of the ArgtLs only yesterday ?

Is that proper professional reticence ? A Jew was
once thanked for teaching by hint. But when did
the Medical Society or Medical Journal originate

discussion on c[uestions of public import? Has not
their constant apologist reproached them for these
derelicted duties? At best the Medical Society has
been content to follow a newspaper leader, and
then any little light they could throw upon the
subject has been obscured by the dust of personal
squabbles.

Dr. S. D. Bird promises a full account of his

experiences. A fat worm flown away witli in beak
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of migrating bird to salubrious swamps of Batavia
may one day be heard of. Java had then the palm
of Victoria as a sanatorium. Allured hither by
representations of a book, and then, in fear, carried
off to Java in preference! But, honestly, climato-
logists have no pet climates to eulogise. There has
been at least one instance of the balmy air of
Melbourne being uncongenial to the lungs of the
patient or the pocket of the physician. The weary
wearing sick-men's tales at the usual winter resorts
he had long endured, and had just exchanged for
the livelier chat of men " whose talk was mostly of
bullocks ; " but, unfortunately affluent, this cheering
change he was not long permitted, for some inscru-
table reason, to enjoy.

It is evidently a source of uneasiness to Dr. S. D.
Bird, and Dr. S. D. Bird will, doubtless, feel great
relief that Mr. Thomson shall not be present to join
in the discussion. Dr. S. D. Bird still smarts under
the criticism at the last discussion on his paper on
the "Early and curable stage of consumption." Mr.
Thomson took part in that discussion at any rate, and
to some purpose, as Dr. S. D. Bird still wincingly
remembers. That paper no one ever had opportunity
of reading in the pages of the Medical Journal,
and they who give their leisure to solider reading lost

nothing. On that memorable night it fell to Mr.
Thomson's lot to bring out the claims of one who,
if not an illiterate pretender or plagiarist, must have
been a simultaneous discoverer. The comical effort

to play the latter role can never be forgotten. It is

to be hoped that in Mr. Thomson's unavoidable

absence some member present will be able to take

his place, and with ripe knowledge, and courage of

opinions, meet any like attempt at sophistication, if

years have not gathered wisdom, detect ignorance, if

crass and confident, of current literature, and so

prevent stultification of the Medical Society by any

species of charlatanism. But possibly a relenting

Medical Society may in clemency proclaim an
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amnesty, and, less absolute than the CEcumenical

Council with Dr. Gumming, concede to the heretical

freedom of speech as well as privilege of hearing.

WIL. THOMSON.
SouTi^ Yarra,

^ih February, 1870.

PosTSCRirT.—Dr. S. D. Bird may rest assured

that, whether he muster moral courage enough to

let Mr. Thomson hear and discuss his paper, or not,

its statements shall not pass unchallenged, should

they be as grossly erroneous as some of his previous

utterances. Allowance is ever made for exaggera-

tions of affected specialists. The epideictic is their

failing, excess of the same style running into

quackery. Both alike caricature scientific discus-

sion. So long as writers simply warm the tone,

exception need not be taken to fancy sketches. But
when positive distortions mislead the unwary, de-

luding sufferers peculiarly claiming cautious advice,

though the whole Medical Society and the many
estimable men who won't be of the Medical Society,

be silent, satisfied with quiet remonstrance, not
caring to be heard aloud, even for general informa-
tion, one at least will correct the errors for tlu^

" second edition," and check the evil of the first.

ABDENDUM.
Dr. S. D. Bird has not read his promised paper at the March meeting.

The omission was tantahsing during the proverbially mad month. He is not
"slow of pen," and if his materials be all ready, why need he slowly cogitate?
Has he, to use his own elegant metaphor, lilce honorary medical officers whom
he gently chides, also become ''rather costive" in his ideas? and will that
"pathological condition of his organic body" have the usual morbid sequent
of a copious flux of mere words ? To surmise that Dr. S. D. Bird disin-
genuously promised without at all intending to fulfil, merely using the threat
as a vulgar pretext for raking up the Medical Society's offensive calumnies, is
to conjecture something wholly incompatible with his hitherto gentlemanly
character. At any rate, he has unkindly deprived his flowery panegyrist. Dr.
Jonasson, upon whom the "President's mantle has so very worthily fallen," of
a second opportunity of frantically "thanking Mr. Thomson for putting down
that shallow charlatan at the Medical Society." In fairness, their own pure
sentiments are repeated in their own chaste words, that we may henceforth
know the mode of speech most appreciated by a now fastidiously refined
Medical Society.

Fergiisson and Moore, Printers, Melbourne.
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